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SUMMARY

Property Location:

2604 Cromwell Court

Project Name:

Backyard chicken coop and play-set

Prepared By:

Alex Kohlhaas, City Planner, (612) 673-3950

Applicant:

Richard and Sara Knapp

Project Contact:

Richard Knapp

Request:

To construct a chicken coop and outdoor play area.

Required Applications:
Variance

To develop on a steep slope in the SH Shoreland Overlay District.

SITE DATA
Existing Zoning

R1 Multiple-Family District
SH Shoreland Overlay District

Lot Area

21,461 square feet

Ward(s)

13

Neighborhood(s)

Fulton

Future Land Use

Urban Neighborhood

Goods and Services
Corridor

n/a

Built Form

Interior 1

Date Application Deemed Complete

April 21, 2020

Date Extension Letter Sent

End of 60-Day Decision Period

July 20, 2020

End of 120-Day Decision Period

Department of Community Planning and Economic Development
PLAN10850

BACKGROUND
SITE DESCRIPTION AND PRESENT USE. The subject property is an irregularly shaped lot occupying just under ½acre along Cromwell Court, a cul-de-sac accessed from 54th Street West. The rear of the subject property abuts
Minnehaha Creek to the northwest. It was originally developed as a single-family dwelling in 1951 with subsequent
additions. Applications for variances and administrative site plan review for construction of additions to the
dwelling, including demolition exceeding 60% of the existing structure, were approved in 2017 (see Related
Approvals section below). The front yard of the property slopes up from Cromwell Court to the dwelling and the
rear yard slopes down from high points near the dwelling and along the southeast lot line to low points along the
northwest lot lines.
SURROUNDING PROPERTIES AND NEIGHBORHOOD. The surrounding area is largely developed with low-density
residential uses including five other dwellings along Cromwell Court. Slopes are common in this area, especially
among properties abutting Minnehaha Creek. The City boundary with Edina is approximately four blocks
southwest of the subject property.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION. The applicants propose to construct a 112 square-foot chicken coop and run in the
northeast portion of the rear yard and a 400 square-foot outdoor play area just north of the dwelling. These
portions of the property are on a steep slope as defined in Section 551.460 of the City of Minneapolis Code of
Ordinances (MCO):
Land having an average slope of eighteen (18) percent or greater measured over a horizontal distance of
fifty (50) feet or more. Steep slopes that are less than ten (10) feet in height shall not be considered a steep
slope.
Near the location of the proposed chicken coop and run, the slope runs from a high elevation of 873 feet along
the northeast lot line to a low elevation of 853 feet along the northwest lot line for an average slope of 20%. Near
the location of the proposed outdoor play area, the slope runs from a high elevation of 864.7 feet at the corner
of the rear deck to a low elevation of 851 feet just outside the northwest lot line for an average slope of 20.8%.
Any development on a steep slope in the SH Shoreland Overlay District requires a variance.
RELATED APPROVALS.
Planning Case #

PLAN4785

PLAN5216

Application(s)

Description

Action

Variances to develop
within 40 feet of the top
of a steep slope in the SH
Shoreland Overlay
District and reduce the
minimum required front
yard

For construction of
additions to a singlefamily dwelling

Conditionally approved

Administrative site plan
review for new singlefamily dwelling

For construction of
additions to a singlefamily dwelling
including demolition
exceeding 60% of
the existing
structure

Conditionally approved
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PUBLIC COMMENTS. At the time of this report, no public comments have been received by staff. Any additional
correspondence received prior to the public meeting will be forwarded on to the Zoning Board of Adjustment for
consideration.

ANALYSIS
VARIANCE
The Department of Community Planning and Economic Development has analyzed the application for a variance
to develop on a steep slope in the SH Shoreland Overlay District based on the following findings:
1. Practical difficulties exist in complying with the ordinance because of circumstances unique to the property.
The unique circumstances were not created by persons presently having an interest in the property and are
not based on economic considerations alone.
Practical difficulties exist in complying with the ordinance because of circumstances unique to the property
which were not created by the applicant and are not economic in nature. Virtually all portions of the rear yard
northwest to northeast of the dwelling are steep slopes, which is a unique circumstance. The presence of a
steep slope limits the buildable area on the property which constitutes a practical difficulty.
2. The property owner or authorized applicant proposes to use the property in a reasonable manner that will be
in keeping with the spirit and intent of the ordinance and the comprehensive plan.
The proposed project would be consistent with the applicable guidance and policies of Minneapolis 2040
(2020):
Future Land Use

Guidance

Staff Comment

Urban
Neighborhood

Urban Neighborhood is a predominantly
residential area with a range of allowed
building types. May include small-scale
institutional and semi-public uses (for
example, schools, community centers,
religious institutions, public safety facilities,
etc.) scattered throughout. Like the
Neighborhood Mixed Use category,
commercial uses can continue serving their
existing commercial function. Commercial
zoning is appropriate for these properties,
while expansion of commercial uses and
zoning into surrounding areas is not
encouraged.

The existing use of the property as
a single-family dwelling is
consistent with the Future Land
Use Guidance for this property and
would not change as part of the
proposed project.

Built Form
Guidance

Guidance

Staff Comment

Interior 1

New and remodeled buildings in the
Interior 1 district should be small-scale
residential. Individual lots are permitted to
have up to three dwelling units. Combining
of lots is generally not permitted. Building
heights should be 1 to 2.5 stories.

The proposed improvements are
consistent with the Future Built
Form Guidance for the property
and would not alter the existing
bulk of the principal structure on
the property.
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The following policies and action steps from Minneapolis 2040 (2020) apply to this proposal:
Policy 5. Visual Quality of New Development: Ensure a high-quality and distinctive physical environment
in all parts of the city through building and site design requirements for both large and small projects.
g. Apply design standards, guidance, and regulation consistently across the city regardless of market
conditions or rent structure of development.
Policy 97. Preserving and Enhancing Public Lakes and Waterways: Ensure ongoing preservation and
improvement of the natural and built environment near the city’s lakes and waterways.
a. Regulate development of land adjacent to public waters in a manner that preserves and enhances
the quality of surface waters while also preserving their economic and natural environmental value.
g. Use stormwater regulations to require construction projects to carry out best management
practices that effectively improve the character and health of water resources and reduce
impairments.
The spirit and intent of the ordinance regarding the SH Shoreland Overlay District is to preserve and enhance
the environmental qualities of surface waters and the natural and economic values of shoreland areas within
the city, to provide for the efficient and beneficial utilization of those waters and shoreland areas, to comply
with the requirements of state law regarding the management of shoreland areas, and to protect the public
health, safety, and welfare.
The applicant is proposing to use the property in a reasonable manner that is in keeping with the spirit and
intent of the ordinance and the comprehensive plan. The principal use of the property as a single-family
dwelling would not change as part of this project. The proposed improvements including the chicken coop
and run and the outdoor play area are permitted as accessory uses and are reasonable in a semi-private rear
yard. These improvements would be subordinate to the principal uses of the property and sufficiently
separated from nearby properties and protected waters so that they would not have a substantial impact on
the existing context or character of the slope or creek.
3. The proposed variance will not alter the essential character of the locality or be injurious to the use or
enjoyment of other property in the vicinity. If granted, the proposed variance will not be detrimental to the
health, safety, or welfare of the general public or of those utilizing the property or nearby properties.
The proposed variance would not alter the essential character of the locality or be injurious to the use or
enjoyment of other property in the vicinity. The chicken coop and play area would be entirely to the rear of
the existing dwelling on the property and sufficiently separated from adjacent properties as well as nearby
protected waters. The height of the chicken coop would be approximately 8 feet at the high point of the shed
roof, which is well below the maximum height of 13 feet for a detached accessory structure on this property.
Considering the sizes and locations of the proposed improvements as well as the existing vegetation and
topography of the area, the proposed variance would not substantially impact views for neighboring
properties or impact the use of adjacent properties or nearby waters. Staff recommendation in this case
includes a condition that the chicken coop and run comply with applicable requirements of the zoning code
for such structures including required screening from adjacent residential properties.
ADDITIONAL STANDARDS FOR VARIANCES WITHIN THE SH SHORELAND OVERLAY DISTRICT

In addition, the Zoning Board of Adjustment shall consider, but not be limited to, the following factors when
considering conditional use permit or variance requests within the SH Shoreland Overlay District:
1. The prevention of soil erosion or other possible pollution of public waters, both during and after construction.
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The applicant is proposing limited excavation and regrading for installation of concrete footings for the chicken
coop and run. The applicant has provided an erosion control plan including proposed use of a silt sock below
this area during construction to mitigate any potential for additional runoff or materials entering Minnehaha
Creek.
2. Limiting the visibility of structures and other development from protected waters.
Visibility of the proposed improvements from Minnehaha Creek would be limited by the existing topography
and vegetation in the area, especially during summer months. Any partial visibility of these improvements
would be consistent with similar existing structures and uses in the area.
3. The suitability of the protected water to safely accommodate the types, uses and numbers of watercraft that
the development may generate.
There are no watercraft proposed as part of this project.
ADDITIONAL STANDARDS TO PERMIT DEVELOPMENT ON A STEEP SLOPE, WITHIN 40 FEET OF THE TOP OF A STEEP SLOPE
OR BLUFF, OR WITHIN 50 FEET OF THE ORDINARY HIGH WATER MARK OF ANY PROTECTED WATER IN THE SH SHORELAND
OVERLAY DISTRICT:

In addition, the Zoning Board of Adjustment shall consider, but not be limited to, the following factors when
considering variance requests to allow development on a steep slope, within 40 feet of the top of a steep slope
or bluff, or within 50 feet of the ordinary high water mark of any protected water within the SH Shoreland Overlay
District:
1. Development must currently exist on the steep slope or within forty (40) feet of the top of a steep slope within
five hundred (500) feet of the proposed development.
Development currently exists on or within 40 feet of the top of a steep slope within 500 feet of the proposed
development including principal and accessory structures on the subject property and nearby properties.
2. The foundation and underlying material shall be adequate for the slope condition and soil type.
The project is design specifically for the subject property and the applicant attests to the suitability of the
underlying soils and materials as well as construction methods for the proposed improvements considering
the existing slopes and soils of the property.
3. The development shall present no danger of falling rock, mud, uprooted trees or other materials.
Minimal soil disturbance is proposed as part of this project and the applicant’s erosion control plan includes
use of a silt sock to mitigate potential impacts due to materials carried by stormwater runoff. There is little to
no potential for disturbance of larger materials such as rocks or trees due to the proposed development.
4. The view of the developed slope from the protected water shall be consistent with the natural appearance of
the slope, with any historic areas, and with the surrounding physical context.
The existing context and natural appearance of the area is a vegetated slope with partial visibility of existing
structures including principal and accessory structures. The proposed development is consistent with this
existing context and would not result in adverse impacts to its natural appearance.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The Department of Community Planning and Economic Development recommends that the Zoning Board of
Adjustment adopt staff findings for the application by Richard and Sara Knapp for the property located at 2604
Cromwell Court:
A. Variance to construct a chicken coop and outdoor play area.
Recommended motion: Approve the variance to develop on a steep slope in the SH Shoreland Overlay
District, subject to the following conditions:
1. Approval of final site, elevation, and floor plans by the Department of Community Planning and
Economic Development.
2. All site improvements shall be completed by May 21, 2022, unless extended by the Zoning
Administrator, or the permit may be revoked for noncompliance.
3. The animal coop and run shall be screened from adjacent residential properties in compliance with
the requirements of Chapters 530 and 537 of the zoning code.

ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Zoning map
Oblique aerial photos
Written description and findings submitted by applicant
Applicant photos
Survey
Site plan
Chicken coop and run plans
Erosion control plan
Public comments
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2604 Cromwell Court, MPLS, MN 55410
Statement of proposed land use and our backyard story
We are proposing to build two small structures on our property.
1) a temporary childrens play-set, using an area of about 20ft x 20ft, located in the grass/lawn
area of our backyard made of wood and other natural materials, similar to commercially
available playsets from companies like Rainbow, and
2) a permanent chicken coop with a footprint of 96 square feet to house 6 hens in the
rear/wooded portion of our yard made of high quality durable materials, designed to blend into
the natural surroundings and provide a safe and secure environment for the birds living inside.
The coop will largely sit lower than the property line and be covered by existing greenery. It will
follow/exceed all other Minneapolis chicken coop regulations and pose no environmental risks
to our neighbors, or the protected waterway nearby. In addition we would like to use small
sunny portions of our yard as vegetable gardens so we can grow organic vegetables for our
family.
Our backyard story - Statement by Sara Knapp
As the world was closing up on us due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and we were going to be
spending much more time at home, we felt that working in our backyard, growing vegetables,
building a play-set, and raising chickens would be fun and positive ways to channel our energy.
It would allow us to learn new skills along with our children (science class!), beautify our natural
space, learn more about how to live in a sustainable way, and finally to ensure that down the
road, in the midst of this pandemic and well beyond, our family can have a source of fresh eggs
and vegetables and a safe place to play.
When we bought this property a couple years ago, we fell in love with it. The house needed
work, and it was going to be an expensive project. However, the fact that we could raise our
children in a cul-de-sac filled with kids, with a forest in the backyard, and right next to the creek
was a dream. My husband grew up nearby and we both appreciate and value the conservation
of our natural resources. We poured our hearts and souls into creating a home that will work
perfectly for us, and we spared no expense. We worked with a well known architect in the city
who helped us maintain as much of the original character of the home as we could. Richard,
my husband, rebuilt this house together with his father. We found letters from the original
property owner who called this land "strawberry bend" as he used to grow strawberries and
camp under the big oak trees. What a slice of heaven! Our fourth child was born here, and we
intend to raise our kids in this amazing place teaching them about conservation, sustainability,
and the joy of the great outdoors (among many other things).

Before we bought the house, our backyard had many species of trees (that we also love) as we
learned that the previous owner was a big fan of trees, but the yard was overgrown and had a
few strange/ugly structures that we have since removed or repaired. Our goal with our yard is to
build an oasis in the city. If we do it well, as we intend, it will be green, lush, sustainable, well
loved and taken care of. Our family will thrive in this environment, and I would think that it would
be appealing to many in our community, or who happen to have views directly into our
backyard.
We have done our homework. We have reviewed the chicken and development regulations in
detail, we have considered the impact to our neighborhood, we have determined the best coop
placement and design based on the overall environment and community impact, we have talked
to our neighbors, and we have completed our chicken class certification as part of the city's
permit requirements.
Going through the variance process is a considerable effort (and expense) for what would be
considered a small backyard project for most Minneapolis residents. We understand and
appreciate that having a property that sits next to what we consider the lifeline of our city, the
Minnehaha creek, is a privilege that also comes with responsibility. Given that we are willing
and interested to pursue this land use application variance process, I hope it demonstrates our
desire to make these changes, in line with our values, those of the community, as well as abide
by the regulations as they are intended.
With kindness, and most importantly these days, good health,

Sara Knapp

Knapp responses to variance findings
VARIANCE
ALL VARIANCES: A statement by the applicant which addresses the following required
findings:

1. Practical difficulties exist in complying with the ordinance because of circumstances
unique to the property. The unique circumstances were not created by persons presently
having an interest in the property and are not based on economic considerations alone.
a. The entirety of our property exists within the Minnehaha Creek Watershed district
and is subject to Shoreland overlay zoning regulations. In addition, our whole
backyard is at a moderate slope, with specific sections in the North west corner,
and and the south western edge, particularly steep. We are interested in utilizing
our yard for normal/healthy family activities, such as installing a play-set near the

house on a mostly flat section of yard, vegetable gardens on a sloped and sunny
portion of the yard, and a chicken coop in the rear half of the yard. Due to the
zoning status of our property, both the chicken coop and the children’s play-set
require a variance.
2. The property owner or authorized applicant proposes to use the property in a reasonable
manner that will be in keeping with the spirit and intent of the ordinance and the
comprehensive plan.
a. As Minneapolis residents we are legally allowed to own chickens, and are
seeking to build a chicken coop that complies with all chicken coop related
zoning regulations. The structure itself is small, on a fairly large wooded lot, and
the construction materials will be of high quality, consistent with our home, and of
other ancillary structures currently on the property. The play-set would be of
equally high quality, and would be for the benefit of our small children. Specific to
the shoreland overlay variances, we would not create any meaningful erosion
through the construction or upkeep of these items.
3. The proposed variance will not alter the essential character of the locality or be injurious
to the use or enjoyment of other property in the vicinity. If granted, the proposed variance
will not be detrimental to the health, safety, or welfare of the general public or of those
utilizing the property or nearby properties.
a. We reside in a family neighborhood, where most backyards, even those adjacent
to Minnehaha Creek, contain playsets, trampolines, sheds, or all of the above.
Our desires are consistent with the overall aesthetic and use of the
neighborhood.
We seek to keep our property mostly wooded for the benefit of our neighbors,
and the local wildlife, and we spend a lot of time managing the woods in the yard
to ensure both it’s beauty and long term health. The chicken coop structure is
intentionally kept short, and angled in a way to minimize it’s visual impact to our
neighbors, while maximizing it’s useful utility and beauty to us.
The coop will be over 100 feet away from any neighboring residential use and
poses no realistic threat of negative environmental impacts. We intend on
complying with all Minneapolis chicken ownership regulations, including those
related to sound and smell. The play-set will be made of high quality natural
materials, consistent with the quality of our home, and neighboring properties.

SHORELAND OVERLAY DISTRICT OR MISSISSIPPI RIVER CRITICAL AREA OVERLAY
DISTRICT VARIANCE: In addition, the following findings must be addressed for a variance
required by the Shoreland Overlay District or the Mississippi River Critical Area Overlay District.

1. The prevention of soil erosion or other possible pollution of public waters, both during
and after construction.
a. The total footprint of the chicken coop will be 96 square feet. Generally
Minnehaha Creek watershed regulations require erosion permits for structures
with footprints 5000 sq ft or greater. This is less than 2% of that overall size and
the construction will be all hand done, with no impact to the surrounding area
beyond foot traffic. No heavy machinery will be used.
That said, in an overabundance of caution, we have submitted an erosion plan
for the construction process which includes silt socks to be placed below the
chicken coop construction site through development of the coop as the project
does require some minor grading, and installation of a stable foundation.
The children’s play-set will not require any foundation and will be placed on our
existing grass lawn. There will be no excavation of any kind and no erosion
created.
2. Limiting the visibility of structures and other development from protected waters.
a. The location of the chicken coop is in the rear of the property in a heavily wooded
section. It is flanked by a combination of mature and young trees on all sides
which provide ample natural screening of the structure from all sides, particularly
during spring, summer and fall.
The play-set will be near the home, and aesthetically will align well with the
existing structures on the property.
3. The suitability of the protected water to safely accommodate the types, uses and
numbers of watercraft that the development may generate.
a. Our developments are not related to the use of any watercraft for use on the
protected waterway.

ADDITIONAL STANDARDS TO PERMIT DEVELOPMENT ON A STEEP SLOPE, WITHIN 40
FEET OF THE TOP OF A STEEP SLOPE OR BLUFF, OR WITHIN 50 FEET OF THE
ORDINARY HIGH WATER MARK OF ANY PROTECTED WATER IN THE SH SHORELAND
OVERLAY DISTRICT:
1. Development must currently exist on the steep slope or within forty (40) feet of the top of
a steep slope within five hundred (500) feet of the proposed development.
a. As we reside within a somewhat dense urban neighborhood in southwest mpls
there is currently development within 40 ft of the steep slope both on our
property, and on neighboring properties. The chicken coop would be about 100 ft

behind our current house, on a relatively flat portion of the property, and the
play-set would be much closer to the house than that.
2. The foundation and underlying material shall be adequate for the slope condition and
soil type
a. The soil on our property is of very high quality, and provides excellent stability,
permeability, and drainage. It’s mostly sand, held together by the roots of mature
trees and other forest undergrowth.
For the chicken coop structure - we plan on building on a relatively flat section of
the yard to minimize need for grading and to improve stability - To complement
the existing soil conditions we plan on laying down 4 inches of crushed rock
(Class V), below a concrete foundation akin to what is used in a garage, and
backfill the grade to slab level on all sides. This concrete foundation includes
rebar reinforced 4000 PSI concrete footings around the edge of the structure.
The footings themselves would be similar to a garage footing and be 10 inches
wide by 9.25 inches deep. A small portion of the coop will have a rebar reinforced
poured concrete slab. All of the concrete in the foundation will be held together
with rebar. Although a structure of this size/type does not require a building
permit, I (the homeowner) am a licensed general contractor and plan on making
sure the structure is sturdy, beautiful, and will not slide down the hill due to a poor
quality foundation.
For the play-set - the play-set will be placed on our mostly flat grass yard
adjacent to our house. There is no foundation needed for this structure due to the
existing state of the yard.
3. The development shall present no danger of falling rock, mud, uprooted trees or other
materials.
a. There is no risk to any surrounding trees, rocks, or any other natural elements .
The steep portions of our yard exist in very specific areas not particularly near to
our proposed developments.
4. The view of the developed slope from the protected water shall be consistent with the
natural appearance of the slope, with any historic areas, and with the surrounding
physical context.
a. We reside in a family neighborhood, where most backyards, even those adjacent
to Minnehaha Creek, contain playsets, trampolines, sheds, or all of the above.
Our property already includes our house, along with a wooden shed that is
similar aesthetically to our proposed chicken coop. Our desires are consistent
with the overall aesthetic and use of the neighborhood.
We seek to keep our property mostly wooded for the benefit of our neighbors,
and the local wildlife, and we spend a lot of time managing the woods in the yard
to ensure both it’s beauty and long term health. The chicken coop structure is

intentionally kept short, and angled in a way to minimize it’s visual impact to our
neighbors, while maximizing it’s useful utility and beauty to us.

Property Images
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Erosion control plan for 2604 Cromwell Variance
1 - For the child’s play set, because there will be no grading, or disturbance to soil there will be
no erosion control measures taken.
2 - For the chicken coop build grading in the area is minimal and the distance from the protected
waterway is significant. There is no likelihood of any distrubed soil washing down the slope
however, out of an abundance of caution we will place 20 ft of silt sock down hill from the
construction site, approximately half-way between the site, and our western property line. See
site plan image below.

Apprx silt sock
location

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tom Gleason
Kohlhaas, Alex
[EXTERNAL] Support for Variance at 2604 Cromwell Court
Friday, May 8, 2020 11:44:17 AM

Dear Alex,
I am writing you in support of approving the variance for a chicken coop and children’s play
area at 2604 Cromwell Court.
We have known Richard and Sara for several years and find them to be concerned and
thoughtful stewards of our environment. They clearly have done their homework and will
build the coop and the play area in a manner that will not negatively impact the eco-system of
the creek, nor aesthetically damage the area along the bank that borders their backyard.
In addition to Richard and Sara using natural materials that will blend into the landscape, the
area in question has many trees and any structure in the yard will be visible only from a small
area immediately behind and to either side their property fence line.
Please grant this variance.

Tom Gleason
twgleason@gmail.com
952-846-8110

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Flygare
Kohlhaas, Alex
[EXTERNAL] Fwd: Concerns Regarding Construction at 2604 Cromwell Court
Friday, May 8, 2020 3:18:26 PM

Please see below.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Susan Flygare <susagdf@gmail.com>
Date: May 8, 2020 at 3:01:19 PM CDT
To: Alex.Kohlhass@minneapolismn.gov
Subject: Concerns Regarding Construction at 2604 Cromwell Court
“Richard and Sara Knapp have applied for a variance to construct a chicken coop
and play area on a steep slope at 2604 Cromwell Court in the R1 Multiple-Family
and SH Shoreland Overlay District.”
I received notice of this application today, May 8, 2020 and am submitting the
following comments to be considered at the Zoning Board of Adjustment
meeting Thursday, May 21, 2020 and questions for your more immediate
response.
1) When the Knapps applied for a variance to remodel their house and deck, I
called and asked if the remodel was expanding the house/deck footprint closer to
the creek. I was told that the house/deck footprint would not be increased nor
would it be closer to the creek. That said, I was fine with their project. However,
I was not given truthful information and the footprint has expanded considerably.
I am not sure if you are aware of this and it has colored my feelings about this
next request.
As regards this new project, the slope is steep and chicken poop will end up in the
creek. I have chicken coops in Wisconsin, appropriately on a 20 acre farm, and
chickens are very messy.
This is a city and while it may be legal to have chickens, the coop which is
already framed in ( classic ask forgiveness not permission strategy) is huge, on a
poured concrete foundation, and it is very tall.    For 6 chickens you need 24
square feet of coop. This coop is at least 100-120 square feet. How many
chickens are they planning for? I am against chickens in the city and do not want
to see this coop completed. I would also like to know if they are planning on a
rooster as roosters are incredibly noisy. We have our windows open in good
weather and do not want to hear the noise early in the morning.
In the city of Minneapolis regulations, it talks about a small coop. This is a huge
coop, very visible from my deck.

As far as the play area, I assume it’s for children, not chickens. What are they
planning on putting in there that requires a permit?   
I will look forward to the answers to my questions, but in general, am against
chickens in the city. Think avian flu. Sorry.
Susan Flygare
5322 Russell Avenue South
Sent from my iPhone
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Bencini
Kohlhaas, Alex
[EXTERNAL] public hearing on May 14th at 4:30 pm
Tuesday, May 12, 2020 9:10:07 AM

/Dear Alex,
We are writing you today about our neighbor’s ( Richard and Sara Knapp) request for a chicken coop and play
area.   WE would not be opposed as long as their were no roosters in the chicken coop. If there are, we would be
opposed.
Sincerely
Barbara C Bencini and Bill Janohosky
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

May 13, 2020
City of Minneapolis
Zoning Board of Adjustment
re: 2604 Cromwell Court
Members of Board:
Thank you for the opportunity to be heard. Our comments and concerns relative to
the variance proposed for the referenced property are noted below.
1. The shoreline and steep slope areas of the lot should be protected from
development. These areas are by definition sensitive and in need of protection.
The proposed playground structure and chicken coop would have a negative
impact on adjacent public and private properties. The scale of the chicken coop
(height and length) is very visible from the public shoreline property and is out of
character from other structures along Minnehaha Creek. The attached photos
taken from the walking paths on the south side and north side of Minnehaha Creek
illustrate how visible the coop (if finished) is from the publicly owned creek path.
2. As we understand the shoreline overlay district, one of the purposes is to ensure
views from the developed slope shall be consistent with the natural appearance of
the slope. The section of the creek from Penn Ave S to Upton Ave S has a natural
feel with little development this close to the creek, see attached photos. Though
this tall, large chicken coop is not located on the slope it is not consistent with the
natural appearance of the slope and is highly visible from the public creek walking
paths on both sides of the creek. The scale (height and length) of the coop is very
visible from public shoreline property.
3. The variance would allow overdevelopment of the property. The house with the
recent addition and expansion is out of scale with nearby houses (see attached
photos). The existing improvements on the property; house, attached deck,
garden shed, compost bins, plus the chicken coop and proposed playground
structure results in overdevelopment of the property not in keeping with the scale
and character of the neighborhood. The lot is relatively large and triangular in
shape. If areas containing steep slopes are protected, and reasonable side and
rear setbacks are observed, the buildable area is reduced, yet .the buildable area
still provides ample area for development of the lot in a manner more compatible
in scale and character of the existing neighborhood, ie a smaller, shorter coop.

4. The chicken coop is also quite large, tall and incompatible with neighboring
structures. The height of the coop blocks creek views for us as well as other
neighbors. Richard Knapp expressed that he wanted a coop tall enough for him to
stand, yet the framed up coop is at least 2 feet taller than him at its highest point.
5. Property values of adjacent lots will be negatively affected by the development of
the property which is not in character with neighboring properties and infringes
upon creek views from our house and some neighbors.
6. The steep slope presents the additional concern about run off of chicken poop so
close to Minnehaha Creek. The amount of excrement leeching into Minnehaha
Creek is a concern that hopefully is being addressed.
7. At the time of writing our comments, we have not yet seen the plans for the play
structure. Our hope is that the scale of the structure will be consistent with other
structures in the neighborhood, does not block neighbor’s creek views, nor be so
visible from the creek.
In summary, we see no practical difficulty to justify granting the requested variance.
The size and shape of the lot allow for reasonable development of the property
without any variance(s). The shoreline overlay district is intended to prevent
development such as this coop. For the reasons stated above the requested
variance(s) must be denied.
Kind Regards,
Craig and Kathy Larsen
5336 Russell Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55410
612-638-8837
PS. In early April, I (Kathy Larsen) approached Richard Knapp to express curiosity and
concern after construction of the chicken coop had begun. Following our discussion
Sara Knapp spoke with me and I expressed that I would be contacting the city
regarding building so close to Minnehaha Creek. Only then did Richard Knapp
contact the city zoning office. I am hopeful that this isn’t one of those “ask
forgiveness, not permission” situations.

1. Photo showing property and framed chicken coop from the walking path on the N
and S side of Minnehaha Creek

2. Photos showing natural feel of Minnehaha Creek from Penn Ave S to Upton Ave S

3. Photos showing scale of 2604 with neighboring properties.

4. View of chicken coop from alley behind 5336 Russell Ave S

